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Abstract 

This paper presents a literary analysis of two dystopian novels; Orwell’s Nineteen 
Eighty Four and Huxley’s Brave New World. The paper explores the tools and means that are 
used by the “State” in both novels to maintain power, and control the citizens which 
eventually the authorities in power oppress everyone to accept a mere ideology. The aim of 
this paper is to give a literary analysis to focus on those ways and means that are used by 
authorities in dystopian literature to maintain, keep and hold in to power. The paper discusses 
three main tools and means in the hand of the “State” to fulfill their political, social and 
psychological agenda. The oppressive  means and tools are mentioned in the paper with 
making concrete reference to the both texts are the changing of past events, the use of 
technology for controlling the people, and the use of language to oppress people. This paper 
consists of three sections: the first section examines that how language is used by the 
authorities to make people have the same type of thinking, which serves the State. The second 
section explores how the State organizations use the malleability of the past to create only one 
accepted truth about the past. The last section focuses on the ill-use of technology by those 
who are in power to reach their aims and monitor everyone, and how through the products of 
technology, Soma, the State makes people unaware of the reality of life. 
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1. Introduction 

Dystopia is the name used for a community which has become hell-like place to live 
in. In Dystopian societies, oppressive and negative forces, or events, have become the 
dominant factor influencing people's lives and experiences. ‘The concept of dystopia is often 
used in the more philosophical kind of science fiction; these fictional works try to explore the 
real trends operating in the world and genuine future possibilities by exaggerating them, 
taking them to the extreme end of the spectrum, in order to explore the full range of their 
implications for our lives.’ (Gerhard 9) Although a pure dystopia, like a pure utopia, is 
probably unlikely to happen, they can predicts the real threats which might be a real part of 
our lives, as well as to focus on the danger of disaster events that occur. 

Generally, the significance of literature is in its impact to make us view the world in 
new ways, enables us to comprehend new and different perspectives on reality. In this respect, 
dystopian literature has been a centre to deal with the coming future life to nations in a 
fictional way, “dystopian fiction can energize the imagination and provide such fresh 
perspectives.” (Booker 176) Dystopian literature tells us things about our own reality. It can 
criticize the worst parts of the society, or draw our attention to unknown public issues. Power 
is encompassed within many dystopian novels of the Twentieth century, like in Huxley’s 
Brave New World and Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty Four, which are well-known for their 
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societies being highly repressed, oppressed and controlled. This paper refers to the two 
mentioned dystopian novels to show how manipulating language, the malleability of the past, 
and science and technology are used in the service of the State to stay, keep, and maintain 
power and eventually control the society. 

 
Power legitimatizes laws, regulates and preserves property, and employing force 

within the community so as to preserve property, it can be said that power is strictly related to 
a political system. Thus, political power is defined as the power of the State, body politic, or 
civil government, operating under the forms of law, and compelling, or threatening to subject 
to its requirements by physical force. It comprehends every description of influence founded 
on the authority of the State, which either applies or threatens to apply physical coercion. 
Further, political power is concerned with keeping things as they are and this can be 
influenced by things such as religion, economy, and social groups. Power represents an aspect 
of all human behaviour; that is, it is not separate from human behaviour, and therefore, can be 
seen through displays. Further, power can be structural. By this, it means that the power 
manifests in relationships that not only operates within settings and domains but also 
organizes and orchestrates the settings themselves, and that specifies the direction and 
distinction of energy flows. 

In two books Nineteen Eighty Four and Brave New World the maintenance of power is 
literally what the New World is. Power is a means to a socially desirable end, the maintenance 
of this power is the means to keep power perpetually. In Nineteen Eighty Four O’Brien sums 
this up when he says, “If you want a picture of the future, imagine a boot stamping on a 
human face — forever” (Orwell 331) Similarly in Brave New World, Huxley sets up a society 
where people are artificially conceived and "programmed" with the intention to maintain 
indefinite power for the government. 

 
 
1.1 Manipulation of Language to oppress people 

Language is one of the most important forms of human communication. Through 
speaking human beings can interact and express their needs. The language we use influences 
the way we think. By uttering words in every speech act, everyone can take a place in the 
community where they live in. It is through language that messages are communicated and 
people understand each other. The relationship between power and language has a long root 
in human history. Language gives power to individuals to exercise power over each other. 
Members of the society in the real world and the authorities in dystopian novels use language 
as a strategy to dominate the others and implement their ideology.  

The control over language is a way of power maintenance in Nineteen Eighty Four by 
George Orwell. The impact of language in controlling people and maintaining power in 
Orwell’s dystopian novel Nineteen Eighty Four is quite clear. In Transformations of 
Language in Modern Dystopias, Sisk claims that the “struggle for mastery of the world boils 
down to the mastery of the word” (180). In Oceania, the government aims at making and 
progressing Newspeak English language as the spoken and written language within the 
society purposefully. In Orwell's Nineteen Eighty Four, language is explicitly addressed as a 
primary locus of control and power. Newspeak, the "official language" in Oceania, is devised 
by the Party for the purpose of attaining pure, unopposed power; it excludes heretical words 
and restricts vocabulary in order to limit and control individual range of thought. 

In Orwell’s novel language is a tool in the hand of the Party to serve their aims and 
fulfil their strategies. Orwell reveals that within power relation; power language and truth is 
inseparable phenomena. As Syme, a loyal worker to the system says “The Revolution will be 
complete when the language is perfect, Newspeak is Ingsoc and Ingsoc is Newspeak.” (61) 
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Orwell insists that language is the means through which a totalitarian State can most 
effectively maintain its own power and reject any disagreement. Newspeak makes one-sided 
people accepting one truth only. Its purpose of all other modes of thought is impossible. Syme 
States the aim of Newspeak to Winston, the protagonist of the novel: 

“Do you know that Newspeak is the only language in the world whose vocabulary gets 
smaller every year? Don’t you see that the whole aim of Newspeak is to narrow the 
range of thought? In the end we shall make thought crime literally, because there would 
be no words in which to express it”. (Orwell 60) 

Orwell’s experiment with the functions of language in Nineteen Eighty Four, uses it as 
a key instrument for passive oppression, absolute control and diminished capacity of 
imagination. Utell in an article, Why We Still Read Orwell, mentions “the lessons learned in 
Nineteen Eighty Four about the power of language to shape and sustain ideological system are 
not to be forgotten” (203). The language of the Party creates a certain world-view point and a 
practice of mental habit with its receptions, which will finally make any other thought 
impossible in society. 'Newspeak,' is carried out with the intention of making subversive 
thoughts impossible, since there will be no words with which to oppose the Party's ideology. 
Those in power can control behaviour by manipulating thought, and they can control thought 
by regulating language. Thus, if the Party can abolish “Thoughtcrime” completely by 
imposing a legally-enforced orthodox language, then criminal acts, or any dissent that may 
challenge the Party's authority, will cease to occur. 

In other words, ideology controls technology in Nineteen Eighty Four, rather than 
issuing from it as in, say Huxley's Brave New World. In contradistinction to these works, 
George Woodcock notes: 

“Orwell saw the great danger of the future in the ruthless elimination of opposition by 
means of police dictatorship and by an extension of the deliberate falsification of 
history and of language which had already begun in modern totalitarian States; thus, 
Nineteen Eighty Four is dominated less by technological factors than by the possibility 
of man's being turned into a mindless robot by predominantly cultural and political 
means”. (Woodcock34) 
The important thing to remember about the "dystopias" of both Huxley and Orwell is 

that they posit a perfectly mal- liable and hence perfectly predictable human nature incapable 
of experiencing any emotion or exercising any judgment outside of the prevailing and, in 
Orwell, continuously changing frame of reference. ‘The destruction of personal identity in 
objective reality is thus complete-or nearly complete, for being romantics at heart, both 
Huxley and Orwell introduce exceptions.’(Kessler 568) 

 
 
1.2 The Malleability of History to Stand in Power 

To control the past for power maintenance is an important way used by the totalitarian 
powers. It is a useful way to control the society for the sake of the totalitarian State. Another 
means to maintain power in dystopian literature is manipulating and changing the past events 
by the totalitarian systems in the service of keeping power. The importance of using or 
manipulating past events is neatly delineated in the two dystopian novels, George Orwell's 
Nineteen Eighty Four, and Aldous Huxley's Brave New World. In the former, the Ministry of 
Truth which its slogan is “who controls the past controls the future, who controls the present 
controls the past.” (Orwell 40) totally changes the past as needed to justify and lend "truth" to 
the immediate requirements, actions, and policies of the State. In the latter, the past is blotted 
out. As the Resident World Controller for Western Europe, Mustafa Mond tells the Savage, 
“We haven't any use for old things here; we don’t want people to be attracted by old things.” 
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(Huxley 193) In the following quote, Fowler illustrates that the intention of controlling the 
past by those who are in power for their own interest:   

“In cases, control and manipulation of the past or its complete denial is critical to 
State ideology and purposes. Here, and in virtually all nation-States past and present, 
the aim of the manipulators is to convince themselves, their citizens/subjects, and the 
relevant rest of the world, that their right to rule, their dominant of other States or 
peoples or their cause or mission is “Just” (229). 

Power is also portrayed in Nineteen Eighty Four through Winston’s job; he works for 
the Ministry of Truth. Every day he must re-write past newspaper articles so that any 
historical evidence must support the current party doctrine. Winston disappointedly reveals 
the Party’s aim in working on historical events; he says “If the Party could thrust its hand into 
the past and say of this or that event, it never happened – that, surely, was more terrifying than 
mere torture and death.” (Orwell 40) In this way the Party, and in particular Big Brother, can 
never be shown to be wrong. They also maintain complete control over the people under the 
Party by forcing them to agree with whatever they believe in at any given moment in time. 

The government in dystopian literature systematically uses history for maintaining 
power. It implements every possibility to form the past in a way which strengthens its strategy 
to control the members of the society. For instance, in Nineteen Eighty Four, the Party always 
possesses the glorious of the nation to a single man, “In the Party histories, of course, Big 
Brother figured as a leader and guardian of the Revolution since its very earliest days.” 
(Orwell 41) Moreover, the Party is carrying out a very precise process to control history, it 
hands in every aspects of life; it gives a new meaning to everything so as to be suit with its 
ideology: 

“The process of continuous alteration was applied not only to newspapers, but to 
books, periodicals, posters, leaflets, sound-tracks, and cartoons, photographs- to every 
kind of literature and documentation which might conceivably hold any political or 
ideological significance.” (Orwell 47) 

 
 

1.3 ill-Use of Technology in Controlling Citizens 
Technology in dystopian novels is used as a tool by the State's totalitarian rulers to 

create a set of values which applied on people. Here, technology can be a force that 
determines what value and lifestyle must be adopted by citizens. 

Using and utilizing science and technology is another tool in the hand of the State in 
dystopian literature so as to maintain power and force the citizens to accept the authority’s 
ideology. The technological means are used in the totalitarian regimes to develop all aspects 
to serve their strategy. The only technological use that figures largely in the dystopian novel 
Nineteen Eighty Four is the telescreens by which the securities services censor the members 
of the Party. The technology of Oceania is clearly the servant and not the master of the Party, 
“the telescreen is a powerful metaphor for the loss of privacy in a totalitarian State.”(Posner 
15) The dictatorship maintains power by continuously watching people and censoring through 
a type of television found everywhere, even in their own bedrooms: 

“The telescreen received and transmitted simultaneously, any sound that Winston 
made, above the level of a very low whisper, would be picked up it; moreover, so 
long as he remained within the field of vision which the metal plaque commanded, 
he could be seen as well as heard.” (Orwell 5) 

Brave New World warns of the dangers of giving the State Control over new and 
powerful technologies. One illustration of this theme is the rigid control of reproduction 
through technological and medical intervention, including the surgical removal of ovaries, the 
Bokanovsky Process, and hyponopaedic conditioning. On the other hand, the creation of 
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complicated entertainment machines is another use of technology to generate both harmless 
leisure and the high levels of consumption and production that are the basis of the World 
State’s stability. 

The use of technological means in Huxley’s Brave New World is more futuristic than 
Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty Four. In Technology in the dystopian Novel, Gorman Beauchamp 
writes “Futuristic technology is a persuasive feature of the society in Brave New World and is 
meticulously described and explained.” (60) The novel illustrates that so as to maintain the 
stability, individuality must be passive as shown in the novel when the Controller States, 
“There is no civilization without social stability. No social stability without individual 
stability.” (Huxley 31)  In Brave New World every human is produced in a laboratory and 
conditioned to have the values of the State from birth through sleep learning the stability 
requires the production of large numbers of genetically identical individuals because people 
who are exactly the same are less likely to show revolutionary actions against the power. In 
Brave New World, the scientists have absolute controls who work for the “World State”, they 
bring up and nature humans for specific aim. People are mass produced on assembly lines in 
five different "models" designed for specific industrial needs. The people have no choice in 
their future due to the way they are brought up, “natural reproduction has been done away, 
children are created, decanted and raised in Hatcheries and Conditioning Centre, where they 
are divided into five castes, designed to fulfil predetermined positions.” (Huxley 40) 

The scientists use the futuristic idea of having “all children educated via hyponopaedic 
process”, known as sleep-learning, providing each child with “caste-appropriate subconscious 
message,” used to control the child’s social outlook and self-image. This results in a lack of 
competition within or between castes, as “each caste members receive the same food and 
housing as every other member of that caste. There is no wish to change one’s model, largely 
because a person’s sleeping-conditioning teaches that his or her caste is superior to the 
four.”(Huxley 54) 

Another innovation of technology in Brave New World which can make people to be 
unaware of the power’s actions is eating Soma. It has become a normal food for the people 
whenever they feel distress and bored. Soma can be considered as a key way of maintaining 
power in the novel. It is “hallucinogen that takes users on enjoyable hangover-free holidays.” 
(Priest 97)  This government-produced drug is designed to be a comfort mechanism to cure 
any stress of unhappiness, as well as giving a positive and kindly image of the government for 
allowing their citizens this privilege. 

George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty Four, novel depicts a dystopia in which an all-
powerful State controls the behaviours and actions of its people in order to preserve its own 
stability and power. But a major difference between the two is that, whereas in Nineteen 
Eighty Four control is maintained by constant government surveillance, secret police, and 
torture, power in Brave New World is maintained through technological interventions that 
starts before birth and last until death, and that actually change what people want. The 
government of Nineteen Eighty Four maintains power through force and intimidation. The 
government of Brave New World retains control by making its citizens so happy and 
superficially fulfilled that they don’t care about their personal freedom. In Brave New 
World the consequences of State control are a loss of dignity, morals, values, and emotions—
in short, a loss of humanity. 

Both Aldous Huxley and George Orwell tell us in effect. For, it is the unique feature 
of the Twentieth century that the material requisites for the “possibility of civilization are at 
hand. From the moment when the machine first made its appearance, or- well's Goldstein 
(Trotsky) writes: “it was clear to all thinking people that the need for human drudgery and 
therefore to a great extent for human inequality had disappeared.”(2) And in Huxley's Brave 
New World the Controller informs the Savage that “there isn't any need for a civilized man to 
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bear anything that is seriously unpleasant.”(3) While Orwell bases the oligarchical 
collectivism of Nineteen Eighty Four on conspicuous production, and Huxley his Brave New 
World on conspicuous consumption, they both start from the same premise, that science has 
solved the problem of production. Indeed, the means whereby these rulers of the not-so-
distant future choose to dispose of the surpluses created by a phenomenally efficient 
productive machine offer the key to their power. This brings us to the central problem of both 
Brave New World and Nineteen Eighty Four: the system works splendidly. And it works so 
well precisely because stability that is, maintenance of the status quo has become the supreme 
goal to which all other non-operational values, such as truth, happiness, freedom, must be and 
are subordinated. In both novels, there is no external value scheme against which either 
system can be measured. It is against this sort of operational determinism that Huxley and 
Orwell rebel. Both are pleading for the right of individuals to be aware of and act upon 
“apolitical " values. And in Nineteen Eighty Four and Brave New World they have shown 
what is likely to happen when that right is destroyed. 
 
 
Conclusion 

At least but not last, Power maintenance is explored in dystopian literature through 
different means. One significant comparison between both novels that has not been made 
concerns their relative aesthetic qualities. In both novels, fascist elements use common means 
to gain and retain power. However, in each of the both novels, technology is the most 
effective agents for the public’s acceptance of the subsequent encroachments on their 
freedoms. The governments use many ways to maintain power over the citizens, firstly, such 
as manipulation of language, as it is seen in Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty Four, the Party creates 
a new language, Newspeak, to control people’s mind and narrow the range of their thoughts in 
the service of the Party’s purpose. Secondly, the change and using past is another tool in the 
hand of the State to implement and fulfil its strategy. The State changes and re-writes history 
in a way to enforce the people accept the only truth from the government. In Nineteen Eighty 
Four, the Party which is in power has a slogan “who controls the past controls the future, who 
controls the present controls the past.”  In Huxley’s Brave New World, the power opposes 
whatever which is seems to be old. Thirdly, power can be maintained in dystopian literature 
throughout the ill-uses of technology and science. In Brave New World, a group of scientists 
control everything; they produce and bring up children. They condition everyone to fulfil the 
power’s aim. In Nineteen Eighty Four the Party via widespread telescreens censors 
everywhere in the Oceania.  
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کی باسپوخت  

(ھزار و نۆ  ئم توژینوەی تایبت ب شیکردنوەی ئدەبی بۆ دوو ڕۆمانی (دیستۆپیا)، ک ئوانیش ڕۆمانکانی     

ئامانج ل نووسیویتی، ) ى(ئۆدس ھکسل ، ک(جیھانکی نوێ) ، لگڵ ڕۆمانی)ەئۆرو(جۆرج  ىسد و ھشتا و چوار)

تیشک خستن وەکژینر توی سگایانو ڕئ، ن دەسالیل جیھانی دیستۆپیادا بۆ پاوانکردن و تک وە لتداران

ک ڕژم  انی،از و ھۆکارئام تایبت بو توژینوەکسرەکی بابتی کوای  ،بکارھاتوون پاراستنی دەست

کوتکردن و چوساندنوەی سر لگڵ چۆنیتی ،تیانتتدارەکان بۆ پاراستن و درژەدان ب دەسستدە

  بکاریانھناون. ھاونیشتمانیان ب مبستی سپاندن و زاکردنی تاک ئایدۆلۆژیا و بیرکردنوەی تسک بسریاندا

     وەکژینکی گشتی تووەیش ئام ب س باس لرەکی دەکاتدەس ،ازی س دی تکنانمکارەکان بۆ ھتدارە ست

ن. نوەرۆکی توژینوەک جگ ل کردوو ەویانپ اندایامی سیاسی و سایکۆلۆژی و کۆمیتیئامانجکانیان ل کارن

  پشکی و س بش پکدت:

و  بازڕو  یو گرنگ بژاردنھ ۆیو ھ شانیناون كەونیژو تون چوون ۆب كەیروازەد كەو دایكشپ ل      

  .باسكراون كەونیژتو یسنوور

تدارانوە بۆ تالین دەس ل توژینوەک جخت لسر خراپ بکارھنانی زمان ئم بش ل :بشی یکم     

  ھبت. ئوانیان ک وا ل خک بکن ھمان بیرکردنوەی دەکاتوە، ی تایبتی خۆیانیبرژەوەند

وە مژووییکانیان بۆ ووداڕک چۆن  ییکان دەتوژتوە،دامزراوە دەوت ى توژینوەکشمان لبشی دووەم 

  بکرت. قبوڵ ا یک ڕاستی دەربارەی ڕابردوویتن یئوە، ئویش بۆ خاتریی ی خۆیان گۆڕیوەیبرژەوەند

     ل م و کۆتاییشیشى سرچى بھوەکژینواتور خراپ ، ئس ن  تیشک دەخاتالیلۆژیا لکننانی تکارھب

تیان و پدانی دەرمانی (سۆما)، بمش وانیان، وەکو چاودریکردنی ھاوتدارانوە بۆ گیشتن ب مرامکتدەس

  تیانی دەکات ک ب ئاگابن ل ژیانی ڕاستقین.ودەوت وا ل ھاو

 ب وەکژینی تورچاوەکان و کورتڵ لیستی سگدەستھاتووەکان، لب نجامشدا گرنگترین ئوەکژینکۆتایی تو ل

 ھر س زمانی کوردی و عرەبی و ئینگلیزی خراونتڕوو.

 

 

ا   

 )وا أد   ا اوأردیستۆپیا  و أ ) روا  :  نا ( رج أور (مو 

) واف  ا   اء  ا  واق اي ئۆدس ھکسلى روا (ا ا) ل (

)   ةت اا   دیستۆپیاا ذ    ع اا إذا ،روا ا  ظ ،(

ب واوا د اوا  موا   ة طة اا  أدت إ دوات اوا 

  ذ  ا ر ا و  رة اا    ض آدوو اد اأ 

ا   ة اا   ا و أ   ن وا .وا و وا 

.ود او ا ان وأر و اب اأ   مذ ا و ،أ   

ا اول  ا   ء اا ا   ا  وون   أن وا اس 

   وا ان   

  وو راث اا  او و  ا وات واا    ما وا

.او ا وو  

وإ اطل اوإ ر ل إا أ  ا اء ا  ءا  ا وا  

.ة اوا ا   دوا  

 ردا ت ا ا  وذ ادر واا     ت اا أ ا و

     .وا وا  

 


